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ollydbg has available a few debugger tools in the form of
plugins. these plugins allow the debugger to a few steps
further to allow the user to do things with the pc with out

going through the normal route. the plugins act as a
bridge between the user side and the debugger itself. as

the plugins don’t contain the actual debugging information
they are very small and lightweight. in a lot of cases there
can be a major difficulty with the process of trying to find

this error. the reason for that is because it can not be
found. if this error code was easy to see, an easy way to
solve this issue would be to simply write code that would
try to display this particular error code for each file in the
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project and if that error code was received for one of the
projects, the user would know that an issue exists and if
it’s hardcoded to just one file that means that the issue

exists in that file alone. for this issue we are going to look
at the bug that is in the reactos project and why it doesn’t
work. the error would be: the problem comes from the use
of a function call to asprintf. a function call is always some

assembly that is written that points to the function and
then is run. this is written as the specific location is

known. the result of this function call can only be valid if
asprintf allocates the specified amount of memory to the
call. reactos was using an earlier asprintf than the current
release of glibc. when this was found it was set to code to
only set a value if the return value is false. looking at the
functions prototype for asprintf shows the correct return
value is 0. however, if the return is 0, this wasn’t a fatal

error, it simply just didn’t allocate a buffer to the call. the
result was a buffer of 0 size and as the buffer was

returned, it’s contents were written back to the user.

How To Crack Any Software With Ollydbg Plug-ins

in writing this tutorial, we are aiming to learn more about
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the weaknesses of our application's copy protection, the
weak points where we can exploit these weaknesses and
the real world ways that we can improve our application's
security. our aim is not to aid the software pirates and the

cracked copy of our application. the are plenty of web
sites and tutorials out there that show how to crack

software. this tutorial will not be of assistance to these
software crackers, but instead show you how to find and
defeat the copy protection in software. we aim to help

developers become more security conscious and produce
applications that are stronger than the current state of the

art. fire up ollydbg and set a breakpoint on the first
instruction of the main application entry point. then we
will call this routine. this is so we can find the key code

verification. if the key code verification routine is unable
to verify the key code, it will skip it and execute the

application's normal code. change the breakpoint to any
point after the call to the key code verification routine. at
this point in time, ollydbg will refuse to continue. now, if
we call call 0x4 from the saved main routine, we can call
the code verification routine again, and we will see that it
will not verify. now go to the code verification routine and
step over the key code check. you should see that the key
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code has been changed so that the code verification
routine will skip it, and therefore not enforce the key code.

to successfully release copy protected software you will
need to find a way to change the code verification routine.

we are trying to do this within ollydbg, but this is not
simple, because the debugger itself needs to be enabled

to make this work. remember we cannot use our debugger
to make a change to the code verification routine. instead,

we have to find another way to do it. we can make this
change by using the create custom module feature of

ollydbg. this tutorial will now deal with loading the plug in
and showing you how to do this. 5ec8ef588b
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